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Message from the President
2020 has been an extraordinarily difficult year for
everyone. The ongoing COVID-19 Pandemic has
affected all our lives in different ways, bringing a range
of personal, organisational, national and international
challenges that none of us expected to experience in our
lifetime. It could have been a devastating year for the
RAHS but for the dedicated team at History House who
responded to the impact of the Pandemic on its
operations with innovative solutions, efficiency, energy
and optimism. On behalf of the RAHS Council and
our members, I would like to formally express our thanks
and gratitude to Suzanne Holohan (General Manager),
Donna Newton (Librarian), Maryanne Byrne (Grants,
Insurance and Accounts Administrator), Phillip Jaworski
(Digital Media and Membership Services) who have
ensured that the RAHS survived the darkest days of the
Pandemic. I also want to add our thanks to our
volunteers who waited patiently during the lockdown
and who have now returned to their important roles
with the RAHS. While none of us knows what the post
COVID world will be like, with the support of
Suzanne and her team I am confident about our future.
We expect the work on the History House Building
project to commence in early 2021. In the meantime,
our preparations are well advanced. The library and
archives collections, as well as the shelving and
compactus units, have to be dismantled and stored
offsite during the building work. Given the importance

Christine Yeats, RAHS President
of our collections, this planning has
been our immediate priority over
the past months. We are also in the
process of finalising the NBN
arrangements as well as updating the
security system for the building.
The RAHS E-Newsletter is an
important vehicle for promoting the
activities of the RAHS, the latest news about online
and other resources as well as news for our members
and affiliates. For many years former RAHS Councillor
Jan Koperberg has edited the E-Newsletter in a
voluntary capacity. Jan has now decided to step down
from this key role. She will be greatly missed and on
behalf of the RAHS Council I would like to
acknowledge and thank Jan for her part ensuring the
ongoing success of the E-Newsletter. Our new ENewsletter Editor is RAHS volunteer Max Reid.
We have now implemented a virtual alternative to our
traditional events activities, using Zoom. Given the
feedback from our regional and remote members, who
now have the opportunity to join our events without
needing to come to Sydney, we will continue to include
virtual events in our future events planning.
Finally, on behalf of the RAHS Councillors I wish our
History House team members, our volunteers,
members and supporters all the best for the festive
season and the New Year.

ROYAL AUSTRALIAN HISTORICAL SOCIETY
– KEY DATES
2021 ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Notice is hereby given that the RAHS Annual General Meeting will be held Tuesday 13 April 2021. Any financial member is
entitled to attend and vote. A member may appoint a proxy to attend and vote in his or her stead. The proxy must be a
financial member of the Society at the time of voting.
Members wishing to submit notices of motions to be included in the agenda for the Annual General Meeting should submit
them in writing by 4.00pm Monday 8 February 2021.

2021 RAHS COUNCIL NOMINATIONS
By order of the Council, members are invited to nominate candidates for election to the Council at the AGM. Nominations
must be signed by two financial members and the nominee. Completed forms must reach the Society’s Returning Officer at
History House, 133 Macquarie Street, Sydney NSW 2000, by 4.00pm Monday 8 February 2021.
A candidate may supply a factual statement as instructed on the nomination form. Only financial members of the Society are
eligible to be nominated. Only those members who are financial at the close of nominations are eligible to vote. Nomination
forms are now available from the Society’s office.
Under the RAHS constitution passed in 2013, of the 12 positions on Council, only four are available for election in 2021.
These will have 3-year terms. Full details may be obtained from the RAHS constitution, available on the RAHS website at
https://www.rahs.org.au/welcome-royal-australian-historical-society/our-responsibilities/.
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As this very strange year comes to an end many of us are ready to breath a
sigh of relief, let our hair down a little and find time for some frivolity. But
we also know that this year might come to be seen as a significant turning
point historically: for climate, for personal interactions post-COVID, for
the economy, for international relations. We have probably been reflecting
more seriously than usual on history and how events influence its course.
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One remarkable outcome is how adaptable we have been as a species, not
least in History House. The administrative staff have done a superb job
adjusting to the new pandemic circumstances. We have had to abandon
meetings for example but have discovered Zoom lectures. They can never
replace physical contact, but have some advantages: will anyone admit to
watching a history talk wearing their pyjamas?
This issue’s articles straddle the entertaining and the substantial, often in the
same article. Caroline Ford takes us to Sydney’s beaches to explore the history
of ‘sunbaking’ – an Australianism – where many will head this summer. Gary
Werskey joins the artist A.H. Fullwood on a tour of the Hunter and New
England, as he set off to gather material for his work illustrating that groundbreaking 1880s enterprise, The Picturesque Atlas of Australasia. The Hunter
is also the setting for Jennifer Debenham’s article on the award-winning project
mapping Australian frontier massacres, led by Professor Lyndall Ryan. As
the project’s Senior Research Manager, Jennifer takes us behind the scenes,
using a case study of an 1827 massacre on Worimi and Wonnarua Country
to explore what the project can offer. Meredith Lake, presenter of the ABC
Radio’s Soul Search, writes about the Windsor astronomer, John Tebbutt, and
his crisis of faith as a way into discussing the relationship between science and
religion in the late nineteenth century. Finally, Catherine Bishop peeps into
her new project on businesswomen – involved in all sorts of business, large
and (mostly) small – in the twentieth century. If you have any connections,
stories or records that might assist her research, please contact her.
Wishing you all a merry Christmas, a safe holiday season and a happier
new year.
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Front Cover: Prince Rupert’s Glen, Wentworth Falls, 1888. Oil on canvas,
61 x 50.5. [Macquarie University Art Gallery: Denis Savill Collection].
Back Cover: A.H. Fullwood, Shoalhaven River from Cambarwarra [sic],
1892. Oil on canvas fixed to board, 58.5 x 89.8. [Private collection]. The
effect of the sunlight and dust raised by the sheep entranced Fullwood on
his 1886 sketching trip, and he used it in this painting six years later.
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Battles over Bodies on the Beach:
The Cultural Origins of the Suntan
Caroline Ford
Australians have imagined themselves as a nation of
sun-bronzed, beach-loving people for more than a
century. Until recently, most historians agreed that the
suntan became chic in the 1920s, inspired by Coco
Chanel and symbolising fashionable leisure rather than
work. They also suggest it emerged as a symbol of
‘Australianness’ then, driven by eugenicists who saw
sun-browned skin as reflecting the health and virility of
the nation1 and by returning Anzacs associating the
sun-browned body with an Australian national type.
More recent research, however, shows that in Australia
the tan had become stylish before the First World War.2
This article explores the emergence of the suntan as a
popularly accepted symbol of physical health and
virility – for white men at least – linked to Australia’s
beaches. It argues that early beachgoers and surf
lifesavers deliberately sought to legitimise their love of
the surf, which many still considered morally
contentious, and to build public acceptance for the role
of surf lifesavers, through promoting positive
associations with sun-tanned skin. Their success
continues to hold strong more than one hundred years
later, despite extensive scientific evidence on the
dangers of sun tanning.

The Tanning Cult
The cult of the sun emerged hand in hand with the
cult of the surf on Sydney’s beaches, and quickly spread
north to Newcastle, south to Wollongong and
eventually around the Australian coast. Bathing in open
areas in daylight hours had been illegal for most of the
nineteenth century.3 Randwick Council was the first in
Sydney to legalise daylight bathing on its Coogee and
Little Coogee (now Clovelly) beaches in October 1902,
eight months after first considering the motion.
Despite its concerns about the compromised morality
of exposing the public to bathers’ bodies in open
spaces, Manly Council passed a by-law to allow
daylight bathing in November 1903, and Waverley,
responsible for the now-famous Bondi Beach, two years
after that. These decisions were not taken lightly – each
was preceded by long debates on the merits of
permitting all-day bathing, and solemn consideration
of ways of ensuring decency prevailed. New council by-
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laws not only mandated minimum swimming attire to
ensure bathers’ skin was adequately covered, but also
required bathers walk directly to and from the dressing
sheds: no standing idle on the sand, let alone lying on
the sand, where a wet body (even if clothed) might
induce debauchery.4
As the numbers of beachgoers plunging into the surf
increased rapidly following the end of bathing bans,
dressing sheds were hastily built to shield naked and
partially-dressed bodies from public eyes. Yet the new
sheds provided minimal coverage, if that: at Bondi
changing male bathers were clearly visible from the tram
waiting sheds. Elsewhere, a complete lack of amenities
forced bathers to change behind rocks at Bronte or in
pig pens at the Kiama showground, outraging wowsers
and probably deterring others from the surf entirely –
not to mention the effect on the pigs.5
Increasingly the most ardent bathers enjoyed exposure
to the sun, ignoring concerns about decency. Rather
than just changing behind rocks, they sun-baked on
them, enjoying the sensory pleasures of sun on the
body, appreciating what they, and many medical
authorities, considered to be the health benefits of
exposure to the sun, and revelling in the brown hues
their skin took on. Sunbaking was added to the sea air
and salt water as characteristics of the coastal
environment that the broad public already accepted as
intrinsically healthy. And they promoted their sunbrowned skin as a positive attribute of their affinity
with the beach, with nature more broadly – and even
with being Australian.
Self-proclaimed surf experts exploited Australians’ faith
in the beach’s healthiness in the Sydney press, to
legitimise surf and sun-bathing in the face of moral
objections. The surf was building a ‘vigorous race’ of
youth, they said, and helping youth to grow up ‘fine,
strong, hardy’.6 These were the same men who had
long enjoyed morning swims in the ocean. They would
also form the first surf-lifesaving clubs, allaying local
government objections to inexperienced swimmers
entering the wild and untamed surf.
In making surf bathing a safer pastime, and promoting
it as wholesome, Sydney’s first surf lifesavers were

Interior men’s dressing shed, Manly 1907 [State Library of NSW]
fundamental in establishing the beach culture that had
begun to emerge in Australia during the nineteenth
century. Soon, high profile figures including politicians
were attributing improvements in their own health to
bathing in the surf. More than just affirming existing
associations between the beach and health, their public
advocacy also reassured Sydneysiders – if not those
charged with policing behaviour on the beaches – that
surf bathing did not compromise morality.7 They were
also helping shift attitudes towards the Australian body,
a role which has received less attention.
Samuel Mills was one of that Sydney surfing coterie
drawing on medical and racial discourses to justify
exposing bodies in public. He paid more attention than
most to the colour of bathers’ skin. In a 1906 special
beach issue of the Sydney Mail, Mills celebrated ‘surf
shooting’ and described surf bathers as ‘sun boys,
whose hair is full of sand … (and) whose religion every
summer is to get a brown pelt, or rather a brown hide
with a real good outside cake of salt’. He also
contributed a short story in which a young bushwoman

visiting Manly fell in love with her surf-rescuer. On
Mills’ Manly Beach,
a good many of the men had skins of brown, and
against these the white-skinned men looked weak
and sickly … A man feels he’s a man when his skin is
a real good brown. And though the girl couldn’t tell
why, she agreed that this was right, and that the best
fellows were the brownest.
At Manly, ‘the spirit of holiday is everywhere… of
brown men half-dressed, walking bareheaded and
barefooted along the streets and sands’.8 His imagined
female desire for men with brown skin was part of his
romanticisation of the beach and of surf bathers, and
likely reflected his own self-image.
Mills’ obsession with sun-browned skin pervades his
prose, but he was not the first to celebrate regular
bathers’ pride in their tans; in 1904 the Sydney Morning
Herald described groups of men on the beach who
‘show rich brown bodies carefully toasted by many
Saturdays and Sundays of deliberate basking on
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frizzling rocks’. Sydney beachgoers invented the term
sunbaking (rather than sunbathing), the Oxford English
Dictionary dating the word to Sydney’s Daily Telegraph
in 1907. By then a growing chorus was lionising the
‘brown backs’ who conducted surf rescues and the
young men who rubbed oil into each other’s skin ‘so
that the sun may give them a healthy tan’, who were
reportedly so ‘intensely proud of their colour’ that they
would ‘again willingly undergo the tortures of sunburn’
to secure it. The health benefits of exposure to the sun
were explicit in such accounts, and critical to making
the tanned body an object of desire for both men and
women. For women, however, the challenges of
exposing their bodies to sunlight and concerns about
beauty meant the suntan was and continues to be a
more complex cultural symbol. The surf bather, as
popularly conceptualised in the early twentieth century,
like the surf lifesaver and the bushman before him, was
solely a male figure.9
Yet the affection for tanned sun-bathers was far from
unanimous. In a new nation that prided itself on – and
legislated for – its whiteness, some Australians initially
derided dark-skinned beachgoers. Remarkably, in an
era of racial intolerance towards Aboriginal people and
Pacific Islanders, sun bathers retorted by identifying
themselves with the ‘Nimble Savage’ stereotype of
romanticised Pacific Islanders, admired for their
aquatic abilities and their apparently natural affinity
with sun and surf.10 Others opposed sun bathing
because of its impropriety, concerned for innocent
beachgoers catching sight of male bathers lying on the
sand or rolling down the tops of their bathing costumes
– remember that men’s costumes had to cover their
chests until large scale public disobedience overturned
the restrictive bylaws in the mid 1930s.11
Again, councils were required to mediate, providing
roped off ‘enclosures’ to segregate sun bathers from other
beachgoers. The 1911 Surf Bathing Committee
reinforced an earlier rule instructing bathers to walk
directly between water and sheds, and recommended
that sun bathing, defined as ‘loitering on the beach, clad
only in bathing costume’ be banned outside dedicated
enclosures.12 The fact these enclosure were required not
only acknowledged sunbathing’s increasing popularity,
but unwittingly further legitimised it.
Despite the personal attacks on sun bathers, the appeal
of tanned skin as a physical marker of health and
vitality was pervasive. Ironically, while the tanned body
earned respect and was generally agreed to be ‘healthy’,
the exposed body itself, which was necessary to build a
tan, remained an offensive sight. The depth of tan
calibrated time spent on the beach and quickly came to
be particularly associated with surf lifesavers. In the
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movement’s early years, as complaints about the
immorality of sunbathing poured into Sydney’s
newspapers, those same publications eulogised surf
lifesavers as the ‘sun-tanned men who patrol the ocean
beaches from Maroubra to Manly looking for whom
they may save’; the ‘brown men’ who ‘carried out their
sports in the white water in defiance of undertow and
lurking sharks’.13 Surf lifesavers consciously built these
associations through their public ‘brown man’
competitions, held as part of their first carnival
displays: the depth of each member’s tan was judged,
prizes awarded to the darkest. Such activities reinforced
in the public mind what lifesavers considered to be
their superior physical traits and gave them an
enduring presence in national mythology.14

The Fading Tan
The valorisation of suntans persisted throughout the
twentieth century, many still seeing a tan as healthy
and desirable. Only near the end of the century were
there shifts in attitudes to tanned skin, blemished by
more sinister associations with skin cancer.
Historians of sunlight in America and Britain have
explored how scientists and medical professionals drove
attempts to increase public exposure to sunlight, but
the relationship between science and sun in Australia
has been more turbulent historically.15 Just as
Australians were at the forefront of promoting the tan
as a desirable physical trait among white people,
Australian researchers were instrumental in identifying
the link between exposure to sun and skin cancers in
the 1950s.16 By the 1980s pioneering public health
campaigns promoting ‘slip slop slap’ had brought
public attention to the link between skin cancer and
exposure to sun. Media reports on the hole in the
ozone layer in the mid-1980s added an element of
vulnerability to Australian sunbakers in particular.
These campaigns were so successful that Australia
continues to lead the western world in a culture of sun
protection, particularly in relation to children, so
successful that, more recently, some medical experts
have blamed them for contributing to dangerous levels
of vitamin D deficiency among some Australians.
And yet paradoxically, despite the public health
campaigns, the ongoing lure of the tanned body means
Australia continues to have the highest rate of skin
cancer in the world.17 In 2010, the nation’s rate of
melanoma – the most life-threatening form of skin
cancer – was thirteen times higher than the average
world rate.18
Beachgoers continue to lie on the sand to soak up the
sun but Australians are more likely to cover parts of
their bodies – not for modesty as a century ago, but for

sun protection. The suntan has become commodified
and products abound which help people both protect
their skin against sun damage or build the appearance
of a ‘healthy’ – if often artificial – tan. Attitudes may
have changed, but the suntan remains a complex
cultural symbol of the beach and leisure.

About the Author
Currently Principal Policy Officer at Heritage NSW,
Dr Caroline Ford extensively researched the cultural
and environmental history of Sydney’s ocean beaches
for her PhD (University of Sydney, 2007) and her
book: Sydney Beaches: A History (2014). Through this
work she has shown how the deep and varied
attachments Sydney’s residents have formed to the
ocean coast over the past two centuries have in turn
shaped, and continue to shape, the ways the beaches
are used and the physical landscape of the coast.
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RAHS Members Only Area – Digital resources and more
The RAHS recently launched its Members Only area on the website. All members with a valid email address will
have access to this membership benefit.
To access your account and start viewing our member-exclusive content, click ‘login to dashboard’ under the
Members Only tab at the top of the website’s navigation bar. Login using the email address linked to your
membership and add a password. That’s it!
In the Members Only you will find member-exclusive content, including:
• High-resolution digital images
• Digital copies of JRAHS and History magazine
• Digital publications, including Much Writing, Many Opinions:The Making of the Royal Australian Historical Society
1901 to 2001.
We intend to grow the site to feature ‘how-to’ instruction guides, recorded lectures, special articles and
discounted e-publications. We hope you enjoy this membership benefit.
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Picturesque New England in 1886:
An Artist’s First Impressions
Gary Werskey
On 3 March 1886 Albert Henry Fullwood embarked
on a five-week sketching tour of New England by
taking the overnight steamer from Sydney to
Newcastle. A staff artist for the Picturesque Atlas of
Australasia, Fullwood had only recently returned from a
three-month assignment to capture first-hand scenes of
tropical Australasia, including Port Darwin and
Thursday Island. Now his American employers wanted
him to travel 1,500 kilometres via Maitland and the
Hunter Valley to just north of Glen Innes, before
returning to the Atlas’s headquarters in Wynyard
Square. Fullwood set off determined to show those gogetting Americans that, in his words, ‘an Englishman
can … get over the ground.’1
The three-volume Picturesque Atlas was colonial
Australia’s most ambitious publishing project.2 Initially
released in forty-two supplements between 1886 and
1889, its 800 pages of maps, text and engraved artworks set out to imagine ‘our country as it was and as it
is’. Its narrative of impending nationhood reflected the
views of its settler-colonial audience about Australasia’s
history, achievements and prospects. Equally
important, the Atlas was widely hailed as ‘marking the
birth of art beneath the Southern Cross’.3
Most of its art-work was supplied by a staff of three
American and four colonial artists, led by the veteran
Harper’s Weekly illustrator, Frederic Schell. While the
twenty-three-year-old Fullwood was by far its youngest
member, he was one of its most prolific contributors.
Born in Birmingham in 1863, he had only arrived in
New South Wales in 1883. One advantage of his youth
was that he was still single and had the stamina to
travel far and wide making sketches ‘on-the-spot’, a
claim the Atlas regularly advertised, even when in many
cases its artists relied on photographs. In return
Fullwood embraced this unexpected opportunity to
develop his craft, enhance his reputation and, most
importantly, to learn more about his new homeland.
What made his trip to New England so valuable from a
historical perspective is that Fullwood recorded his
experiences in a twenty-page, sketch-filled letter to his
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eldest brother, Walter, back in Birmingham.
Fortunately, Walter carefully preserved this
correspondence, which has now been digitised by the
National Library of Australia.4 It is the only surviving
contemporaneous account of an Atlas artist about his
experiences of travelling to frontier communities and
creating plein air art in the bush.5 More specifically, it
offers a young Englishman’s responses to New
England’s ‘golden soil’, its beauty as well as its bounty.

Fullwood’s impressions
Fullwood thought Maitland (both East and West) ‘very
slow and old for Australia’.6 However, instead of the
‘magnificent view’ he had been promised, Fullwood
‘found the country so flat that to get a tolerable view I
should have had to use a balloon’. Otherwise he found
the district’s ‘scenery immense – this place was indeed
like England – I never saw finer willow trees.’
Compared to the tropics of the far north, the Hunter
Valley’s ‘delightful’ climate allowed him to ‘sit down in
decent fashion with clothes on.’ He was particularly
taken with the surrounding fields of corn, pumpkins,
and hay. With his painter’s eye, he noted the lucerne’s
‘beautiful purple flower, and you can imagine the effect
in the evening – the colour is simply magnificent.’
Fullwood then travelled by coach to Paterson, describing
the country as ‘by far the best I have seen in Australia,
being very fresh and pretty in colour.’ On arrival, he
enjoyed a large lunch which he ungraciously described
as ‘of course in pig style as in all Australian towns of
small size’. After two days sketching this bustling
riverside enclave [Fig. 1], Fullwood returned to
Maitland, sharing the coach ‘alongside some drunken
wretch, who I eventually threw off the seat into the
road, where we left him to get sober.’ He ended the day
‘passing a delightful evening with two gents at chess’.
The young artist’s next stop was Tamworth, which took
him nine hours to reach by train. Fullwood was
impressed with the massive viaduct traversing the Peel
River flood-plain, the town’s new post office, and its
plans to be the first town in Australia to have electric

street lighting. So it was not surprising that ‘while
sketching here I was taken for an engineer, because
gents came to me and asked if I could tell them what
improvements were intended.’ In response, the cheeky
young Englishman ‘named them pretty fairly’.
It was then on to Armidale, a journey of 110
kilometres that took the train over six hours to
complete. For company Fullwood had ‘the Bishop of
Armidale, who looked just like a big butcher and spoke
like a brewer’. The main attraction of Armidale for the
Atlas was its proximity to the spectacular Dangar and
Wollomombi waterfalls. Unfortunately, both had dried
up in a severe drought, so Fullwood had to rely on a
local photographer for his pictures, ‘which the rotter
didn’t send me for weeks after’. When he finally got the
photos back in Sydney, Fullwood confessed that ‘I
enlarged on them just a trifle or rather enlarged in my
imagination.’ So much for sketches made ‘on-the-spot’.
After spending only two days in Armidale, Fullwood
journeyed a further 150 kilometres northward via Glen
Innes to reach the tin mining settlement of Vegetable
Creek (soon to be re-christened Emmaville). It was the
‘rottenest ride in a coach I have ever had … The jolting
was something fearful’. The dust ‘came up in clouds

and nearly choked us’. Fortunately, a mail delivery
along the way to Rangers Valley station offered ‘a sight
one [can] see only on these places’, namely a flock of
15,000 sheep being mustered in the late afternoon.
‘The effect was beautiful as the mass trotted along and
raised a great dust with the sun shining through it.’
This was an ‘effect’ that Fullwood would often re-create
in his later paintings.
‘The [Vegetable] Creek township lies in a splendid
valley … and quite made up for the bad travelling’. On
its outskirts ‘we passed a part of the old diggings which
are forsaken by the Whites and worked now by
Chinamen, who make a living out of what the other
fellows looked on as starvation.’ On arrival at the main
hotel, ‘we were received by the hostess, a very nice fat,
amiable woman who was exceedingly pleasant and
agreeable.’ After a much-needed wash-up, a welcome
pint, and a ‘very good’ dinner, Fullwood discovered
that the tin mines he wished to sketch were four miles
away and could only be reached on foot through a
‘trackless forest’. Arising at first light the next morning,
he followed the miners (‘long-legged cusses’) to their
‘mine … in the heart of the bush.’
Fullwood then devotes two pages to a detailed

Figure 1. A.H. Fullwood, ‘The Paterson’, Picturesque Atlas of Australasia, v. 1, 61. Engraving, 13 x 19.6. Engraver: unknown
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description of the mine’s operations. He notes that the
underground miners were mainly ‘Cornish men’, who
‘make an average £4 a week … This is very good.’
However, his drawings also depict the dangerous
conditions and back-breaking labour required to earn
such wages [Fig. 2]. After a full day and a long walk
back to his lodgings, Fullwood was still up for ‘a very
good game of whist’.
Fullwood’s return journey to Sydney took him to Mt
Wingen to sketch its ‘burning mountain’ – a great
disappointment because, ‘as usual, I found that the
casual Colonial imagination’ had exaggerated its scenic
attractions. Back in Newcastle his main assignment,
apart from sketching the city centre, was to visit the
Wallsend coal mine and its surrounding community.
This time Fullwood went underground to draw
crouching men by ‘the beautiful light’ of their oil
lamps. It ‘was very nice clean work’, he ruefully
observed, ‘and was accomplished not without several
head-splitters’. Even then Fullwood felt obliged to
return to his studio where he used a model to get ‘the
positions from nature, which was the most important
thing of all’. On entering the Atlas’s Wynyard Square
offices, ‘the first thing our manager said to me … was
that I had done the journey too quick’!
‘Now adieu’, Fullwood bade his brother. ‘Believe me I
have done this my quickest …, as I am so busy in all
ways.’ Perhaps mindful of the letter’s historical value, he
signed off with a firm injunction: ‘Don’t give it away.’

Picturesque New England?
While Fullwood was turning his sketches of New
England into finished drawings, the Atlas’s sales force
was busy drumming up subscriptions. A key
promotional target was the region’s most influential
newspaper, the Maitland Mercury & Hunter River
General Advertiser. The Mercury was initially a great
champion of the Atlas, describing its proprietors as
‘benefactors to the colonial community’.7 In July 1886
the Atlas’s representative in Maitland, ‘the genial Dr
Waugh’, led a delegation of local dignitaries to inspect
the company’s ‘art factory’ in Wynyard Square. Following
their tour a number of the visitors ‘gladly placed their
names down as subscribers’.8 Given that these
gentlemen had just agreed to pay £10 in instalments
($1200 in current prices) for an unpublished art book,
they must have felt vindicated two months later by the
Mercury’s rapturous review of the first Atlas supplement.
‘We are struck in these pictures of scenery with their
local fidelity, their Australian colouring. Nature, as she
displays herself here, has been faithfully copied for the
Atlas, and the pictures show that in Australia, too,
beauty walks upon the earth.’9
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Figure 2. A.H. Fullwood, ‘Tin Mines near Emmaville,
NSW’, Picturesque Atlas of Australasia, v. 3, 745.
Engraving, (top) 12 x 18; (bottom) 10.9 x 10.6.
Engraver: unknown.
The engravings inspired by Fullwood’s tour of New
England were distributed between the Atlas’s fourth and
seventh supplements, which appeared between
December 1886 and February 1887. In the Sydney
Morning Herald’s judgment, they did full justice to
their subjects:10
The illustrations flatter the provincial towns
enormously, and when rural scenery and
stretches of water come in they are excellent. … West
Maitland also looks well … because the artist consulted
his own taste rather than the likeings of the people in
the main street, and took in more river and hills than
town. Indeed, the same excellence of taste is manifest
in all the country illustrations that have … appeared in
the Atlas. The views of Danger [sic] Falls
and Wallomumbi [sic] Falls give variety to the
pictures of railway townships, and the points of view
selected for illustrating the Northern districts have also
been wisely chosen.
The Herald’s endorsement was not, however, entirely
seconded by the Maitland Mercury. While Fullwood’s
view of West Maitland and his ‘charming bit of the
Paterson from the wharf ’ won the paper’s approval,11
his depiction of ‘East Maitland is ludicrously paltry and
misleading.’ The reviewer speculates that a view ‘never
wanting in charm to the ordinary human eye’ was
possibly ‘not susceptible of reproduction’, before
conceding that perhaps ‘local predilection enables us to

discover loveliness where none exists.’12 The Mercury
would later repeat these complaints about the Atlas’s
and Fullwood’s failure to do justice to the ‘size or
importance’ of other regional centres like Armidale,
Bathurst, Goulburn, and Tamworth.13 This divergence
of opinion between Sydney and the bush about the
merits of these inland cities has a familiar ring to it.
Unfortunately, Fullwood’s detailed and evocative
pictures of Emmaville’s and Newcastle’s miners would
only appear three years later in the Atlas’s final
supplements. By this stage, the press was far more
interested in the battles between the Atlas and its
subscribers in the courts over its cost, sales tactics, and
late payments than it was in the art that graced its pages.

Fullwood Papers, National Library of Australia (NLA),
MS 8022.
2

See Erika Esau, Images of the Pacific Rim: Australia
and California 1850–1935, Power Publications,
Sydney, 2010 and Tony Hughes-D’Aeth, Paper Nation:
The Story of the Picturesque Atlas of Australasia, 18861888, Melbourne University Press, 2001.

3

‘The Birth of Art beneath the Southern Cross’,
Freeman’s Journal, 4 September 1886, p.17.
4

Fullwood’s digitised sketching letter can be found on
the NLA’s Trove site: <https://nla.gov.au/nla.obj561681335/view?partId=nla.obj-565949704#page/
n12/mode/1up>, accessed 11 August 2020.
5

Postscript
The Picturesque Atlas of Australasia was a landmark in
the history of Australian art. Its settler-colonial
historical narrative and iconography informed the
movement we now call ‘Australian Impressionism’,
while its Wynyard Square operation helped to make
Sydney Australia’s art capital for the next three
generations.14 At the same time, the cost of its
ambitions, coupled with complaints about its fasttalking Yankee salesmen and an economic crisis in
NSW, drove the company into bankruptcy in 1895.15
Thanks to the Atlas, AH Fullwood soon established
himself as one of Australia’s leading artist-illustrators
before the collapse of the local art market drove him to
London in 1901, along with his good mates Tom
Roberts and Arthur Streeton. During the First World
War he re-connected with Australia, first as a medical
orderly tending the Gallipoli wounded and later as an
official Australian war artist.16 Today he enjoys an
honoured presence in Armidale, where his paintings
form part of the Howard Hinton Collection at the
New England Regional Art Museum.
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Truth Telling in the Digital Age:
A Hunter Valley Massacre
Jennifer Debenham
Once cloaked in the benevolence of a peaceful
occupation, Australia’s pioneer past has increasingly
been questioned but still eludes full disclosure. Henry
Reynolds notes that historical accounts written in the
nineteenth century ‘placed frontier conflict in the
mainstream of their narratives.’1 How was it then that
twentieth century historians from Walter Murdoch to
W.K. Hancock2 avoided any mention of frontier
violence? According to Amanda Nettelbeck and Russell
Smandych, these historians believed that ‘the dark
skinned wandering tribes have nothing that can be
called history.’ Rather they were ‘concerned with
Australia only as a dwelling place of white men and
women, settlers from overseas’.3 Thus as Reynolds
observes, narratives of ‘settlement purged of violence’
prioritised stirring accounts of explorer endurance and
pioneer grit; where ‘the frontier became a struggle with
the land, not a fight for possession of it.’4 As Aboriginal
peoples vanished from historical accounts so too did
the accounts of violence perpetrated upon them.5
When Reynolds published The Other Side of the
Frontier6 in 1981, he challenged the conventional
wisdom of a peaceful pioneering settlement. Over the
next two decades debates about the violent past, known
as the ‘history wars’, raged in public fora. By the end of
the first decade of the twenty-first century, many
historians had amassed a substantial body of evidence
that overwhelmingly confirmed the findings of
nineteenth century historians, that is, that the British
colonisation of Australia was largely achieved through a
long and violent frontier war with the Aboriginal
custodians for possession of the land.
In 2006 Professor Lyndall Ryan began researching the
occurrence of frontier massacres. To her surprise she
found many more incidents than previously realised.
She developed a methodology to interrogate her
disparate sources from the pioneering scholar in
massacre studies, French historical sociologist Jacques
Semelin. Ryan found that, while ‘there is no legal
definition of massacre … international scholars agree
that the collective killing of between three and ten
undefended people in one operation is a minimum
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number to constitute a massacre.’7 Ryan defined a
frontier massacre as the indiscriminate killing of six or
more undefended people in one operation and
identified eleven characteristics distinguishing it from
other forms of frontier violence. They include a frontier
massacre being a planned attack, usually carried out in
secret, and, in many cases, the perpetrators and victims
knowing each other.8
Using these definitions, Ryan along with her team at
the University of Newcastle, developed the awardwinning9 online map Colonial Frontier Massacres in
Australia, 1788-1930, Stage 3, (2019).10 The mapping
project addresses the growing preference for accessible
and visual depiction of historical material. The research
team,11 of which the author is a member, consisted of a
cartographer, an e-systems architect and technicians,
and four historians. On their digital map of Australia, a
spatial representation of each massacre is represented by
a bright yellow dot. By clicking on a dot, the user can
find more details on the drop-down menu displaying
location, date, perpetrators and number of victims
along with a narrative of the incident. Developed using
ESRI Arc GIS Javascript API, the location of incidents
can be viewed on a 3D terrain image.
The diverse range of sources consulted by the research
team include newspaper reports in Trove, published
and unpublished government documents, settler diaries
and memoirs, British Parliamentary Papers and Votes
and Proceedings of Australia’s Colonial Parliaments,
missionary diaries and reports, explorer’s journals and
published Aboriginal accounts. Such a disparate array
of sources required forensic interrogation and took us
on an exacting and time consuming search for
corroborating evidence. The level of confidence in the
evidence available for a particular massacre is graded by
a star system. The more stars for each incident the
more reliable the corroborating evidence.
The methodology for interrogating a massacre begins
with a report; government, military, police or
newspaper articles or oral accounts. When reported in
newspapers the account is usually sensationalised,
valorising the settlers and their servants for their

Gostwyck, New South Wales, estate of E.G. Cory Esq, between 1834-1851 / lithograph by George Rowe, Cheltenham,
England [State Library of NSW]
bravery in the face of a hostile and unwarranted attack
by local Aboriginal warriors. These accounts may be
quite detailed or merely an announcement of the
incident. Usually the police or military are called to
assist settlers in a reprisal attack but as time went on
settlers formed reprisal parties without the authorities.
A week or so after the first report, a more detailed
account may appear, often describing the effective
suppression of the threat from ‘natives’, any deaths or
injuries among settlers and the number of Aboriginal
people arrested and/or killed. One or two other
newspapers may take up the story.
Extensive historical research on the period is then
paired with a close reading of the accounts, noting the
language style used by the reporters and any bias of the
editors. Often some twenty, thirty or even fifty years
after the incident another newspaper account will
appear, often written by or informed by a perpetrator
relating further details. It confirms Dwyer and Ryan’s
observation that important details of a massacre are
often not revealed until many decades after the event.12
This code of silence imposed by perpetrators in the

immediate aftermath makes it difficult for historians to
track down evidence.
The map enables users to study and assess individual
massacres within their historical context, but when
brought together, the project reveals important changes
that occurred in characteristics of massacres over long
periods of time. For example, frontier massacres in
Tasmania during the Black War in the 1820s were
largely carried out at night by armed soldiers and field
police on foot. However, in New South Wales, the
introduction of horses in the mid-1820s and major
developments in firearms from the 1850s made it
possible for settlers and police to carry out frontier
massacres in daylight and over greater distances,
resulting in significantly more Aboriginal deaths.
The first frontier massacres took place in the 1790s on
the early colonial settlements along the Hawkesbury
River, near present day Windsor. Similarly, wherever
settlers expanded their pastoral ventures, tensions over
access to food sources and abduction of Aboriginal
women for sexual exploitation, often led to violence. In
the 1820s, colonial settlement in New South Wales
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extended into the Hunter region where wealthy settlers
and their convict servants took up land grants on
Country under the custodianship of the Worimi and
Wonnarua peoples. The violent outcomes of these
settler invasions featured regularly in the newspapers.
The frontier massacre that occurred on E.G. Cory’s
Gostwyk estate on the Paterson River in the Hunter
Valley in February 1827 provides an example of how
the online map can be used to investigate a single
massacre, providing insights into contemporary
conditions. Clicking on the map’s yellow dot, the user
is guided to a drop-down menu linking them to Trove’s
four newspaper sources.
To create a single narrative for the online map, the
consistencies and inconsistencies in the four newspaper
reports need teasing out. The first report in the
Australian 3 March 182713 appeared eight to ten days
after the Wonnarua attacked the farm. It implies a
history of previous attacks in the area, and describes a
number of native dogs being injured, one brutally
killed, Cory’s shepherd being speared, crops burnt with
the wheat stack razed by a lighted spear, attempts to
extinguish the flames, the eventual arrival of the
mounted police and the insults hurled by retreating
Wonnarua warriors. No deaths are recorded in this
account.

people were killed. Was Cory’s servant speared later in a
reprisal attack at the Wonnarua campsite or at all? Was
the ‘field’ not on Cory’s farm but at the Wonnarua
campsite?
The fourth report, appearing in the Maitland Mercury16
fifty years later, includes the testimony of an informant
claiming to have witnessed, and probably participated
in, the original incident. He admits the injustices
meted out to the Wonnarua people at the hands of
settlers. He relates that Aboriginal people stole crops
from a farm and how the shepherds located their
campsite by the smoke of their cooking fires. He
confesses the raid on the Wonnarua campsite took
place after the original theft. Men, women and children
were present and some were killed, but not one of
those ‘wanted’ was among them.17 The corroboration
rating for this massacre has two stars, out of a possible
three indicating that the team continues searching for
more evidence about this massacre.

The second report in the Sydney Gazette 22 March
182714 gives a more precise location of the event,
acknowledges the delayed intervention by the police
and the absence of a Justice of the Peace and implies
the Wonnarua warriors were killed while in retreat,
laden with stolen produce. It records the death of
twelve Wonnarua people. There is no mention of
native dogs being attacked.

What we can take from these different accounts is that
a dog belonging to Wonnarua warriors was brutally
killed by one of Cory’s shepherds who was trying to
protect his flock from the native dogs. In reprisal the
Wonnarua destroyed Cory’s wheat stacks and
gesticulated provocatively at the servants. In the end
twelve Wonnarua were killed and others wounded
and/or drowned in a river trying to escape. The
location was probably a Wonnarua campsite rather
than Cory’s farm. There is no denying that violence
was perpetrated by both sides but of greater concern is
the probability that the settler party retaliated by
attacking a campsite where men, women and children
were present. None of the perpetrators were ever
charged with murder.

The third report in the Sydney Gazette, 24 March15 two
days later and most likely written by the same person,
confirms twelve Wonnarua warriors were killed in the
affray but now includes ‘a set of dogs’, the shepherd
trying to protect his flock and a spear being thrown at
but missing him. Raising the alarm, the shepherd is
joined by another worker; both are armed but retreated
into their hut feeling outnumbered. A group of ‘whites’
protecting the flock fire in self-defence at a group of
Wonnarua warriors who are threatening them with
spears in a warlike manner. The shepherds keep firing
until the Wonnarua ‘vanished leaving 12 of their
brethren slain on the field’. While praising the servants’
efforts, the report concludes on an extraordinary note:
‘we should have been more satisfied with the tale had
some of the Europeans been speared, or if they could
have exhibited any marks of violence from the opposite
side. We are not yet satisfied.’ This comment suggests
some doubts about when and how the Wonnarua

The Colonial Frontier Massacres in Australia, 17881930 mapping project reveals how the frontier was a
brutal interface between Aboriginal peoples and
settlers, with the violent dispossession of the
Indigenous population taking place over more than
140 years. It has taken a dedicated team of historians
and e-systems architects and data wranglers to make
such a repository possible. Their primary objective is to
make the evidence of frontier massacre as accessible to
as many people as possible, both domestically and
internationally. Significantly, the map is now part of
the truth telling process, one that is fundamental to
furthering reconciliation between Indigenous and nonIndigenous Australians. The map project defines what a
massacre is, provides details of each and makes
information in archives and other repositories available
to the wider public. The ultimate aim is a more
thorough understanding of the history of the violence
perpetrated on the Australian colonial frontier.
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A Colonial Scientist and his Bible
Meredith Lake
John Tebbutt was the outstanding astronomer in
nineteenth century Australia.1 Famous in his own
lifetime for discovering two significant comets, he
published hundreds of scientific papers, both in
prestigious international journals and in the
proceedings of the colony’s fledgling scientific societies.
He rarely left his home and observatory at Windsor, in
the Hawkesbury district of New South Wales, but his
patient observations were valued by scientists around
the world. His journals, letters and astronomical and
meteorological records now comprise the John Tebbutt
collection at the State Library of New South Wales.2
The observatory he built himself still stands, on land in
private hands, on the peninsular at Windsor.
Tebbutt has since been memorialised on the old $100
note and by having his name given to a crater on the
moon. Rightly remembered for his contribution to
astronomy, his life and work also shed light on the
culture of colonial religion, and the shifting terrain of
Christian faith and natural science. This article
considers Tebbutt’s beliefs through a period of major
turbulence in popular understandings of both science
and the Bible.
Born at Windsor in 1834, Tebbutt grew up in an
agricultural community with a general sense of the
hand of God in nature. His paternal grandparents had
been among the first free European colonists of the
Hawkesbury valley, surviving the great flood of 1809.
In Tebbutt’s own lifetime, calamities such as deluge and
drought were commonly met with community prayer,
encouraged by both churches and government. In
March 1877, for instance, Tebbutt chaired a public
meeting ‘at which it was resolved, on account of the
drought, to set apart a day for humiliation and prayer
for rain.’ In this way of thinking, providence played a
part in the vicissitudes of nature. Colonists might
discern a moral meaning both in plenty and in disaster.
Like his prayers for rain, Tebbutt’s astronomy had a
theological underpinning. His early interest in ‘the
celestial mechanism’, as he put it, was fostered and
shaped by a number of Christian scientists. As a pupil
at the parish school, he had been tutored by Mr
Edward Quaife – a devout man with a love for
astronomy and a good knowledge of its outlines.
Tebbutt continued his education under the
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Presbyterian minister Matthew Adam, and then, for
five years, under Windsor’s Church of England
clergyman, Henry Stiles. Stiles taught him algebra,
Euclid and the use of globes, as well as the languages in
which he would later correspond with European
scientists.3
Tebbutt’s scholarly interactions demonstrate the wider
contribution of the early clergy to the cultural life of
the colony – both as teachers and as advocates of the
natural sciences. As a class they were, after all, among
the best educated in the colonies. And in the first half
of the nineteenth century, clergy helped form
numerous institutions of learning, patronising botanic
gardens, scientific associations, and lending libraries. As
editors and journalists, they interpreted new scientific
ideas to general audiences. A number were themselves
leading practical scientists.4 The Reverend William B.
Clarke, for instance, was the leading practical geologist
in nineteenth century Australia, as well as a very
influential science communicator. From 1856, William
Scott, another Church of England minister, was
government astronomer at Sydney (a post later offered
to Tebbutt, though he declined it, not wanting to leave
Windsor). And Father Julian Tenison Woods, who with
Mary Mackillop co-founded the Sisters of St Joseph,
also made original contributions to Australian geology,
palaeontology and zoology, publishing some 150
papers and conducting important surveys in several
colonies.5
By the time the teenage Tebbutt purchased his first
instruments, in the early 1850s, there was a long
history of entanglement between European science and
European Christianity, and more specifically the
interpretation of the Bible.6 The prevailing ‘natural
theology’ assumed that God revealed himself in two
‘books’ – the book of Scripture and the book of nature
– as referred to in Psalm 19:
The heavens declare the glory of God;
the skies proclaim the work of his hands.
Day after day they pour forth speech;
night after night they reveal knowledge.
In the first half of the nineteenth century, there was a
range of views about how, exactly, the two ‘books’
might relate, as well as a small but growing number of

Mr Tebbutt’s Observatory, Windsor, History and Description, John Tebbutt, 1887 [State Library of NSW – DSM/042/P42]
people who were prepared to remain silent on God
when they discussed the workings of nature. But in one
form or another, natural theology was the intellectual
orthodoxy of the day, and probably remained so for
longer in Australia than in Britain.7 Tebbutt, like the
overwhelming majority of early colonial scientists,
approached the study of creation with this perspective.
Tebbutt probably went beyond most of his
contemporaries in New South Wales, however, in
explicitly linking the revelations of astronomy with the
revelation of Christ. In a public lecture delivered at
Windsor in 1878, he suggested that the heavens
testified to several specific attributes of God: his
grandeur, his glory, his wisdom, his power; his unity,
beauty and eternity. They proclaimed a mighty creator,
he said, the same one who delivered humanity from sin
and death, Jesus Christ.8
A man of vital faith, Tebbutt was a communicant
member of St Matthews Anglican church and a leading
member of the Windsor parochial association. In a
period marked by the mass production and distribution
of religious literature, he wrote two evangelistic
pamphlets, Are you Converted? and The Broad and
Narrow Way, in addition to his scientific publications.
He served for at least a decade as President of the
Windsor branch of the Bible Society. As we meet him
in about 1880, he was as a prominent, respectable,
Christian scientist.
In his early fifties, however, Tebbutt experienced a crisis
of faith. A wave of religious unsettlement was sweeping
through colonial society. New notions of science – as

well new forms of biblical criticism – were unsettling
the assumed contours of Christian revelation. On par
with the medieval discovery that the earth revolved
around the sun, the discovery of a geologically old
earth, as well as new theories about the mutability of
species, were challenging the ways Europeans had
understood the universe and their place in it. These
ideas were spreading beyond the scientific elite, too: in
the 1870s and 1880s, they were the focus of intense
public deliberation – in newspapers, lecture halls, and
pulpits.
In February 1885, citing ‘intellectual difficulties’ with
the idea that the Bible was divinely inspired in a
‘special and direct’ way, Tebbutt suddenly resigned
from the Bible Society. His letter made no direct
mention of Darwin’s Origin of Species or any other
aspect of the new science, which many saw as
profoundly challenging Christian orthodoxy. Instead he
appealed more generally to ‘those tests which liberty of
thought and modern criticism now so abundantly
afford.’ Objecting, too, to clergy ‘who found in [the
Bible] a right to impose on the laity dogmas of the
most conflicting description,’ he expressed a new faith
in the ‘rapid growth and moral improvement of the
human mind’.9
Was this, for Tebbutt, a parting of ways – the moment
of divorce between faith and science?
His subsequent writings show a new scepticism on
several points, as we see in his discussion of the Star of
Bethlehem mentioned in Matthew’s gospel. In 1877, at
the height of his religious period, Tebbutt had lectured
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on astronomy and exhorted his hearers: ‘As the wise
men from the east were guided to the adoration of the
Infant Saviour by the leading of a star, so let the starry
heavens … lead us to crown Jesus as Saviour and the
Lord of All.’10
A decade later, he pronounced that ‘there is good
reason to believe’ that the Star of Bethlehem ‘is one of
those astrological myths which in olden times almost
always accompanied the advent or departure of some
great and noble genius.’11 Local newspapers regularly
printed his letters expressing his scepticism about
contemporary attempts to provide scientific
explanations for unusual biblical phenomena. He
stressed that the Christmas star, in particular, was
‘outside the pale of accepted celestial mechanics’.12
Tebbutt’s revised perspective is a sign, I think, of a
transformation in his approach to scripture, rather than
any final eclipse of belief. His pronouncements were in
step with a more general shift in popular views of the
Bible, evident in the Australian colonies in the latter
decades of the nineteenth century. Both inside and
outside the churches, middle-class people confronted
the idea that ‘there was an alternative explanation to
the world, different from that which they had
inherited’. In Australia it did not prompt a mass exodus
from the churches, or a substantial disaffiliation from
Christianity at the census.13 But as historian Owen
Chadwick explained, it was enough to impress on
people that ‘the Bible is not what it was thought, that
we cannot therefore be so confident over the precise
expressions of religion’.14 One of the major casualties
was the popular literalist approach to Scripture. One of
the major products was a kind of liberal
Protestantism.15
Less sure of divine revelation, either in creation or in
scripture, Tebbutt like many of his contemporaries
came to value the Bible primarily as a cultural and
ethical text. In a revealing phrase towards the end of his
1885 letter of resignation, he assured his former
associates at the Windsor Bible Society of his ‘hearty
sympathy’ in their endeavours:
to inculcate those beautiful and sublime moral precepts
which abound so extensively in the New Testament
Scriptures as well as in Jewish and Pagan writings of
more ancient date, and which tend, in common with
other agencies, to the elevation and happiness of the
human race.
In this way of thinking, the Bible was not a revelation
of the Almighty or even a text of religious devotion,
but, at its best, a high point of human moral reflection.
Shared by none other than T.H. Huxley, the British
evolutionist who did so much to popularise Darwin’s
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ideas, this view emerged as something of a new
intellectual orthodoxy among practical agnostics, both
in Britain and the Australian colonies.
John Tebbutt died in November 1916 and was buried
in the family plot at St Matthew’s Church of England,
Windsor. The minister, Sydney Glanville Fielding, a
poet and novelist who had given up his seafaring youth
to be ordained,16 eulogised Tebbutt’s ‘reverence for
truth, whether scientific or religious’. He quoted
Tebbutt saying ‘The truth shall make humanity free
whether it be religious or scientific and we scientists
have to fight for that freedom.’17 In this, the
astronomer had echoed the biblical words of John 8:32,
‘And you shall know the truth, and the truth shall
make you free.’

About the Author
Meredith Lake is the author of The Bible in Australia: a
cultural history, winner of the Australian History prize
at the 2019 Prime Minister’s Literary Awards, the 2019
NSW Premier’s Australian History Award and the 2020
Non-Fiction Prize at the Adelaide Festival Awards for
Literature. An Honorary Associate of the Department
of History at the University of Sydney, where she
obtained her PhD in 2009, she currently hosts Soul
Search on ABC Radio National.
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Doing It For Themselves:
Calling All Businesswomen
Catherine Bishop
What connects Helena Rubinstein, Vivian Chan Shaw,
Pat Totenhofer and Eva Corrie: a nineteenth-century
Polish migrant, a third-generation Chinese-Australian,
a woman whose great-great grandfather arrived in
Sydney from Northumbria in 1822, and the wife of
Arthur Corrie of HMAS Sydney?
The answer: business. All ran business enterprises of
varying sizes and types, across the twentieth century.
The best known, Helen Rubinstein, created a
multinational corporate cosmetics empire; fashion
designer Vivian Chan Shaw was ‘the queen of
Australian knitwear’; Pat Totenhofer or ‘Mrs Tot’ was a
fixture in Blaxland in the Blue Mountains for decades,
running a hardware store with her husband and then
‘Mrs Tot’s Kitchen Cupboard’ until retiring in 2016
aged 88. Eva Corrie took over her father’s Pyrmont
bookselling business in 1923.
Of all these, Eva Corrie is the most elusive archivally.
The bookshop was probably very small, never
advertised in the newspapers, the whole building just
five rooms over two floors. Its only appearance is in
trade directories, where George Starr is listed from
1904, buying it from another businesswoman, Violet
Withers, until 1923, when Eva assumes control on her
marriage.
The bookshop was typical of many small enterprises
scattered throughout Sydney and beyond, supporting a
family at best, but never expanding into anything
larger. Eva’s proprietorship, as a woman, was also not
uncommon. In 1920s Harris Street numerous
businesswomen ran a variety of businesses, including
boarding houses, confectioners, fish shops, ham and
beef shops.
Finding Eva running a bookshop in the 1920s was no
surprise. My previous research showed women running
all sorts of businesses in Sydney throughout the
nineteenth century.1 They were mostly small, with
many operating ‘under the cover’ of husbands, because
before the Married Women’s Property Acts of the
1870s married women were legally ‘agents’ of their
husbands. They were, nevertheless, businesswomen,
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though more often ‘necessity entrepreneurs’ than ‘career
women’. Running a small business was a logical option
if you were juggling children and frequent pregnancies,
when waged work was scarce and most professions were
closed to women for much of the century. Female wages
were not sufficient to support a family – men were
considered the family breadwinners, as the Harvester
judgement of 1906 effectively enshrined in law.
But not all women had breadwinning husbands – some
never married, some were widowed, some had
husbands who disappeared, drank or were simply
incompetent. These women often turned to business.
Most women were found in the needlework and
hospitality sectors, or running small shops. Those
running more ‘unusual’ businesses were often widows,
often running inherited businesses for years rather than
passing them on to a grown son or selling out. Lots of
pubs were run by women, whether the licence was held
by the woman herself or by a husband. Like many
other family businesses, businesswomen could be
hidden behind husbands, but were often the real force
in the enterprise, or at least an equal partner.
Nineteenth-century Sydney was not special in having
women in business. Businesswomen could also be
found in other Australian towns, in rural areas and in
New Zealand.2 But this was not a colonial
phenomenon either – all over the world, women were
picking up their needles, opening shop fronts, selling
farm produce, providing hospitality and creating
money-making opportunities.3
So Helena, Eva, Vivian and Pat were part of a longer
history of women in business, albeit not a history that
has been much explored. Having researched
nineteenth-century businesswomen, I am now turning
to the twentieth century. Where are the publicans and
shopkeepers and brothelkeepers of the 1800s among
the board members, CEOs and corporate giants of
today? Today the rhetoric around businesswomen
suggests that they suddenly appeared in the late
twentieth century, part of second-wave feminism, but
of course women have always been in business.

Alice Anderson in her Hupmobile, c.1917 [Kew Historical Society]. Alice only employed female mechanics in her
thriving garage business.
In the 100 years between 1880 and 1980 things
changed significantly both in terms of women’s rights
and business practice. Women got the vote, could stand
for parliament, gained educational opportunities and
increased employment, with (eventually) ‘equal’ pay.
Wars and depressions, increased globalisation and the
growth of large corporations changed the way we do
business. How did that affect the lives of businesswomen?
Between the wars, besides Eva’s bookshop in Pyrmont
were Alice Anderson’s motor garage in Melbourne, and
Maude Kringas’ Rose Marie café in Orange. In the
1940s Joyce Williams and Pearl Day were street
photographers in Sydney. At the other extreme was
Helena Rubenstein, whose cosmetics business started in
the early 1900s from one pot of her own cream and
became a global phenomenon. Similarly, Vivian Chan
Shaw started as a designer in the 1960s before opening
her own boutique in the Royal Arcade in Sydney in
1972 and expanding from there. More recently an
interviewee described the store she ran with half-adozen other mothers of young children on Sydney’s
north shore, a partnership designed to juggle business
with childcare. And in the 1970s the stalwart of the
Blaxland hardware store was ‘Mrs Tot’, who spent 40
years in business. Early on she juggled children (there

would be eight) and housework in the home behind
the shop, periodically yelling to customers where to
find particular items. Her death in October 2020 aged
92 marked the passing of an era.
I was lucky enough to talk with Pat Totenhofer about
her life in business and hope to interview more women
who were in business before 1980, running enterprises
alone or with family members or other partners. Some
would have been part-time or temporary, others lasted
a lifetime. Some expanded, others failed. Some were
what are now known as ‘side-hustles’, a glamoroussounding term for what once were called cottage or
kitchen-table enterprises, producing jam, sewing
clothes or decorating cakes, ‘on the side’, as ‘pin
money’. I am hoping to find records of such businesses
too, photos, account books, order forms stuffed in
boxes in people’s attics. I want to hear stories of
mothers, grandmothers, aunts and sisters who ran or
helped run Australian businesses, who, though their
name might not have been over the door, served
behind the counter, did the books, ordered stock and
made decisions alongside their husbands. Not
everyone’s businesses grew as exponentially as Helena
Rubinstein’s, but even the smallest business served a
purpose and had value.
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Call for Stories

References

If you think you might have a story to tell – either your
own or someone’s you know, and anonymously if
preferred, please contact me.4 I want to get as wide a
range of people’s stories as possible – the good, the bad,
the heroic, the tragic and the downright horrid!5

1

About the Author
Dr Catherine Bishop holds a postdoctoral fellowship at
Macquarie Business School researching twentiethcentury Australian businesswomen. Her first
book, Minding Her Own Business: Colonial
Businesswomen in Sydney (2015), won the 2016 Ashurst
Business Literature Prize. Her second was Women Mean
Business: Colonial Businesswomen in New Zealand
(2019) and she co-edited (with Jennifer Aston) Female
Entrepreneurs in the Long Nineteenth Century: A Global
Perspective (2020). Her next two books are Too Much
Cabbage and Jesus Christ: Australia’s ‘Mission Girl’ Annie
Lock (forthcoming Wakefield Press 2021) and a history
of the New York Herald Tribune World Youth Forum.

Catherine Bishop, Minding Her Own Business:
Businesswomen in Colonial Sydney (NewSouth, 2015).
2

Catherine Bishop, Women Mean Business:
Businesswomen in Colonial New Zealand (Otago
University Press, 2019).
3

Jennifer Aston and Catherine Bishop (eds), Female
Entrepreneurs in the Long Nineteenth Century: A Global
Perspective (Palgrave Macmillan, 2020).
4

via my website https://catherinebishop.wixsite.com/
history or by email catherine.bishop@mq.edu.au. Or
send me a letter via the Royal Australian Historical
Society – marked for my attention. My colleague
Louise Prowse is focusing particularly on the history of
the side-hustle, including women and men.
5

My project, ‘A history of businesswomen in Australia
since 1880’, focuses on women running small businesses
including those in family businesses mainly before
1980. It is funded by an Australian Research Council
Discovery Early Career Researcher Award postdoctoral
fellowship at the Macquarie Business School.

The Royal Australian
Historical Society
wishes all our
members and friends
a happy Christmas
and a safe holiday.
We would like to thank you for your
support throughout 2020. We look
forward to bringing you more historyrelated content in the 2021 editions
of the magazine.
History House will be closed from
5pm Friday 18 December 2020 and
will reopen for enquiries at 9am on
Monday 4 January 2021
A.H. Fullwoood, ‘Sydney Mail Xmas 1888’, Sydney
Mail, 15 December 1888; 40.4 x 25.2, Engraver:
W.E. Chambers. Fullwood recycled his highly
praised Prince Rupert’s Glen [see our cover] for
the Sydney Mail’s Christmas issue.
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Book Notes

Searching for Charlotte: The Fascinating Story
of Australia’s First Children’s Author

Dancing at The Southern Crossroads: A History
of Irish Step Dance in Australia 1880-1940

Written by Kate Forsyth and Belinda Murrell. Published by
the National Library of Australia, 2020.

Written by Jeanette Mollenhauer, published by Anchor
Books Australia, 2020.

Written with reverence, honesty, and joy, Kate Forsyth
and Belinda Murrell’s Searching for Charlotte is an
intimately personal history of the life of their greatgreat-great-great-grandmother and Australia’s first ever
children’s author, Charlotte Waring Atkinson.

‘Dancing at the Southern Crossroads’ is the first book
on Irish step-dancing to be written by an Australian
and it presents a cohesive narrative of the early practice
of Irish step dance in Australia. It situates the practice
of dance within the wider historical contexts in which
Irish immigrants lived. The development of
competitions is a highlight. The role of the people who
danced in past times is given prominence and draws
heavily on letters to newspapers which reveal those
performers’ intense passion for Irish step dance. The
book makes a substantial contribution to the very
sparse collection of works about immigrants and
traditional dance styles that have been perpetuated in
Australia following migration and re-settlement. A
valuable resource for anyone researching the topic.

Searching for Charlotte follows Kate and Belinda’s
journey tracing Charlotte’s own footsteps, from her
birthplace in Marylebone, London, to her eventual life
in colonial New South Wales. Charlotte’s early life,
education, family, career, and her later death and legacy
are treated through the engaging lens of family history,
as Kate and Belinda lift the veil from over their
remarkable ancestor. The book immaculately weaves
together the stories of these two generations of women,
living more than a century apart but similar
nonetheless in their passions for writing and family.
Accompanied by full-colour illustrations by Charlotte
herself alongside photographs of her descendants,
Searching for Charlotte is a wonderful blend of research,
anecdote, and poignant storytelling worthy of the
country’s first children’s author.

Available from Anchor Books Australia
ISBN: 9780646817064, 168 pages: illustrations (some
colour) portraits; 25 cm.
Book Note by Elaine Phillips, RAHS Volunteer

Available to purchase online and in bookshops nationwide
ISBN: 9780642279699
304 pages: illustrations, photographs, index; 23.5 cm
Book Note by Elizabeth Heffernan, RAHS Volunteer
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From Distress to Deliverance: The Life and Times
of William Gow, Convict, Schoolmaster, Farmer
A Genealogy by Stephen Gow. Published by Inscope Books 2020.
From Distress to Deliverance by Stephen Gow is a
genealogy truly produced by family. Whilst Gow is not
a professional historian, there is great care and attention
from Gow and his extended family in painting this history
about their ancestor, William Gow. Its engaging visual
layout, period paintings, schematics and locations further
the narrative approach taken to illustrating and detailing
a personal life otherwise obscured by normative
recordkeeping. Each chapter in this work corresponds
roughly to the course of the life of William Gow, an early
colonist of Sydney whose crime resulting in transportation
on 18 April 1817 remains the subject of conjecture. As
a literate man who later worked as a school teacher in the
early colony of Sydney, Stephen Gow opines as to how
this educated man was caught committing burglary
with a tradesman.
Through the life of this individual, we the reader have
an intimate access to the workings of macro historical
events and periods. The claustrophobia of the infamous
hulks, the harsh social conditions of the English Regency
and life in early Sydney are all illustrated with finesse and
attended with images of the actual locations described.
However, as with records of persons outside what could
be termed “prominence” there is a lack of detail about
Gow’s life. Despite archival research and pooling of
resources with other family members, the life of
William Gow remains incomplete. This genealogy, so
illustrative yet mysterious, demonstrates to any
interested in family history the worth of discovery.
ISBN 9780646803791
305 pages, photographs, paintings, drawings, letters,
transcripts, schematics
Book Note by Maximilian Reid, RAHS Volunteer
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This project was supported by the Create NSW Cultural
Grants Program, a devolved funding program administered
by the RAHS on behalf of the NSW Government.

The Way We Were. Stories of Watsons Bay &
Vaucluse: Recollections of long-time local
residents
Written and published by Watsons Bay & Vaucluse Social
History Group
Watsons Bay-Vaucluse is an area of outstanding natural
beauty and cultural heritage. How is it to live in the area?
The ‘Way We Were’ explains in a collection of memories
from the local residents. The book covers a broad range
of topics: background history, local landmarks,
churches, schools, the local transport and architectural
styles. In addition, there are the community memories
such as the Greycliffe Ferry disaster; outlines of local
personalities, for example Alice Doyle (restauranteur),
Chips Rafferty and the indescribable Bea Miles; and
biographies of long-term residents who have loved the
area. Combined with a generous number of colour
plates, this book provides a unique insight onto the
people and places of Watsons Bay and Vaucluse.
Available from Watsons Bay & Vaucluse Social History
Group
ISBN: 9780646817316
Physical Description: 184 pages: illustrations (some
colour), map, portraits; 21 x 30 cm.
Book Note by Elaine Phillips, RAHS Volunteer

2020 Create NSW Cultural Grants Recipients
The RAHS would like to thank Create NSW for funding
seventeen projects that increase our understanding of
the history of the people and places of NSW.
Blue Mountains Association of Cultural Heritage
Organisations, Blue Mountains History Journal Issue
10 – $1,140 to publish historical research papers that
are usually too long for newsletters and not long
enough for separate publications, on aspects of local
history and sometimes specialist historical interest.

commemorative book that celebrates and recognises the
contribution and achievements of the Rotary Club of
Narrabri since its charter in 1946, and in so doing to
capture in words and images the threads that have been
woven by its members into the fabric of our community.
Braidwood Old Anglican Hall Community
Management Committee, Reminiscences of the
Braidwood Anglican Hall – $3,000 to record, and
publish, the history of the Braidwood Anglican Hall.

Port Macquarie Historical Society, Return to Lake Innes
– $2,900 for the publication of original letters and journal
entries written by Annabella Alexandrina Campbell
Boswell, nee Innes [1826-1914] during a stay at Port
Macquarie in 1848 and on a return visit to Port
Macquarie in 1853. It is a sequel to the previously
published journal written by Annabella Boswell during
the 1840s.

Grafton Rowing Club, Research and record the history
of Grafton Rowing Club – $2,690: Established in
1882, Grafton Rowing Club is one of the oldest
registered Rowing Clubs in Australia, with a rich
history or sporting achievement and community
involvement, which is unrecorded. The project purpose
is to research and publish the history from 1882 and
preserve historical documents.

Molong Historical Society, Convicts, Capitalists and
Corruption – $3,200 to preserve the history of Nubrygyn
dating back to 1817, covering the first settlers of the
district and the local Aboriginal tribe. Nubrygyn is the
custodian to two of the oldest adobe buildings in our
country.

Institution of Engineers Australia (Engineers
Australia), Re-Shaping the Hunter – $3,500 to publish
the book Reshaping the Hunter, which will be a sequel
to Shaping the Hunter, a rich and fascinating history of
the engineers and the engineering that was a crucial
element in the evolution of our region up to 1983. This
project will update the history into the 21st Century.

Shoalhaven Historical Society, On This Day in
Shoalhaven – $2,200: The Shoalhaven has one of the
highest population growths in Australia, resulting in an
influx of people who know nothing of the history and
heritage of the area. This trend has been evident since
the 1950s and SHS has identified a need to illuminate
our past in an accessible format.
The DIDUNO Network, Oral History of ETERNITY
Stories – $4,935 to research, write and record oral
history stories about the word ETERNITY, its
significance to Sydney and NSW, and the man who
chalked it on Sydney’s footpaths for 30 years – Arthur
“Mr. Eternity” Stace; for the ‘Oral History of
ETERNITY Stories’ project for Sydney and NSW
audiences and future historians.
Port Macquarie Historical Society, Port Macquarie’s
First Convicts – $1,950 for the publication of research
and biographical notes about the first convicts to serve
sentences at the Port Macquarie Penal Settlement,
established in April 1821. The male convicts were all
volunteers who were offered reduced sentences in
return for establishing the settlement and building its
initial infrastructure.
Rotary Club of Narrabri, Rotary Club of Narrabri
75th Anniversary publication – $2,552 to publish a

Baabayn Aboriginal Corporation, The Spoken Library
– $5,000: This project aims to preserve and celebrate
the oral histories of our local area and community
through recorded interviews with Aboriginal Elders
and make these histories and the reinterpretations they
offer publicly available online, increasing the visibility
of Aboriginal Cultures in digital spaces.
Armidale and District Historical Society Incorporated,
Publication of Journal 63 – $1,500 to publish the
Society’s annual journal. The journal contains articles of
original research on the history of Armidale and District,
including relevant papers read at the month Society
meetings. The journal also contains previously unpublished
historical material of local and interest (extracts from
personal letters/diaries, and old photographs).
SydWest Multicultural Services, A generation of
adaptation. History of Bhutanese settlement in Sydney
– $4,500 to conduct research concerning Bhutanese
refugee settlement in Western Sydney. To write a
history of their displacement from Bhutan, over 15
years residence in Nepal and subsequent settlement in
NSW. It will include an outline of events in Bhutan,
experience in refugee camps and adjustment and
adaptation in Sydney.
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Second Nature Strategies on behalf of Northern
Rivers Deaf Community, Northern Rivers: A Deaf
History – $5,000 to collect, document and archive
historical information about Deaf culture and the Deaf
community in the Northern Rivers of NSW, with
Lismore as the focus area.
Hunters Hill Historical Society, Kelly’s Bush and Jack
Mundey – $2,033: Fifty years ago, in 1971, 13
conservative Hunters Hill housewives allied with the
radical left-wing Jack Mundey to save a remnant of
original bushland on Sydney Harbour. His union
imposed a world-first “green ban”. This initiative was
praised and followed around the world. The extensive
HHHS collection is the basis of this project.

Italian migrant’s settlement. To acknowledge the people
and the contribution they made to the growth and
development of the district and include local area shots
never seen before from families’ private collections.
Singleton Council, They Sent Me North – $3,900 for a
30-minute documentary to record an exhibition of
Female Convict Bonnets, commemorating 1600
women sent from Sydney to the Hunter Valley.
Includes recording descendants’ oral histories about
their ancestors. The documentary supports the work of
the exhibition’s contributing local historical societies by
collating resources into a widely accessible format.

Lady of Grace Fraternity, History of Italian Migrants
in Ryde – $5,000 to fill in a missing chapter of Ryde’s
History between 1920-1960 by documenting the

ON THE SHELF:
The RAHS Library’s Aviation Collection
2020 is a year that the aviation industry is unlikely to
forget. The COVID-19 pandemic has affected
airlines globally, with international services all but
ceasing and Australian domestic airline services
being drastically reduced.

In the midst of this turmoil Australia’s aviation
industry celebrated two significant centenaries. In
1920, Qantas (Queensland and Northern Territory
Aerial Services Ltd.) was established as a registered
business. In the same year, the Civil Aviation Branch
of the Defence Department was created after the Air
Navigation Act 1920 was passed by the
Commonwealth Government. The Act gave the
government the power to licence pilots, aircraft and
the people who worked on them.

To mark these centenaries in our final History
magazine for 2020, we decided to highlight the
wealth of material relating to aviation history in the
RAHS library collection. It includes publications on
Australian aviation pioneers such as Lawrence
Hargrave, Ross and Keith Smith, Fysh Hudson, Bert
Hinker and Charles Kingsford Smith, who all
became household names. There is also material on
Australia’s pioneer women pilots ─ Florence Taylor,
Nancy Bird Walton, Evelyn Follett and Millicent
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QANTAS, Martin Place c.1950
[RAHS Postcard Collection]

Rosebay Airport, Sydney NSW [RAHS Photograph Collection]

Byrant to name just a few ─ who made significant
contributions to our aviation industry.

As well, there are biographies, diaries and
reminiscences of the inventors and aviators.
Additional material is listed under the following
headings and categories: aeronautics; flying
machines; air-mail service; civil aviation; historic
first flights locally, nationally and around the world;
air races; airline companies; airports; flying boats;
aircraft accidents; the role in warfare and RAAF
medical services. Finally, there are numerous images
from our photograph and Adastra Aerial collections,
Qantas ephemera and a number of JRAHS and
History magazine articles.

This is just a sample of some of the books from the
collection:

• Flying Doctor calling: The Flying Doctor Service of
Australia / Ernestine Hill; • Story of ‘Southern Cross’
trans-Pacific flight, 1928 / Sir Charles Edward
Kingsford-Smith & Charles Thomas Philipp Ulm;
• The greatest air race: England-Australia 1919 /
Nelson Eustis; • The first aeroplane voyage from
England to Australia - with aeroviews by Capt. Frank
Hurley / Ross Smith; • Exploring the air / Stanley
Brogden; • Flying start: the history of the first five
decades of civil aviation in Australia / C Arthur Butler;
• Kookaburra: the most compelling story in
Australia’s aviation history / Pedr Davis;

• Australia and Australians in civil aviation: an index
to events. Vol 1: 1823 to 1920 / Ron J Gibson;

• Aviation in Australia: from the barnstorming
pioneers to the airlines of today / Jill Blee; • Great
Australian aviation stories: characters, pioneers,
triumphs, tragedies and near misses / Jim Haynes &
Jillian Dellitt; • The aeronautical work of Lawrence
Hargrave / T C Roughley; • From bullocks to
Boeings: an illustrated history of Sydney Airport /
Jennifer Gall; • ..from the dawn of aviation: the
Qantas Story 1920-1995 / John Stackhouse;
• The girls were up there too: Australian women
in aviation / Sheila Mann; • Pioneer Airwoman:
the story of Mrs. Bonney / Terry Gwynn-Jones;

• Lawrence Hargrave, explorer, inventor and
aviation experimenter / W Hudson Shaw & Olaf
Ruhen; • The man on the twenty dollar note: Sir
Charles Kingsford-Smith / Ward McNally; • Solo:
the Bert Hinkler story / Roy MacKenzie; • Feeling
the air: the famous names and colourful personalities
who pioneered Australia’s first flights / David
Craddock; • Australian aviators: an illustrated
history / Brian Carroll; • Maurice Guillaux : pioneer
French aviator in Australia / Tom Lockley; • Qantas
at war / Hudson Fysh; • Clash of eagles: Australian
airmen from World War I to Vietnam / Dennis
Newton; • The RAAF: an illustrated history / George
Odgers; • Military aircraft of Australia 1909-1918 /
Keith Isaacs; • Australian eagles : Australians in the
Battle of Britain / Kirsten Alexander.
If you wish to make an appointment to view these
materials, please send an email to
library@rahs.org.au.
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